The best way to organize work, now on your own servers.
Kanban Tool On-Site is the on-premise version of kanbantool.com service, which powers over 25,000 businesses and helps them achieve
exceptional results by enabling better process visibility and team collaboration. Kanban Tool On-site gives you the same great experience and
possibilities, while remaining fully under your control.
Kanban Tool On-Site is distributed as a Virtual Machine which can run on all popular operating systems, and supports variety of virtualization
environments. Installation is simple and it will take just a few minutes to configure everything. The appliance is in OVF format, which is an open,
secure and portable format for the packaging and distribution of software to be run in virtual machines. Any modern computer with at least 2
GB of RAM and supported virtualization environment (VMware or VirtualBox) should be able to handle typical load.

Customizable boards – Real Time Collaboration – Insightful Analytics
With Kanban Tool On-Site you get all perks of the online version plus:
Firewall protection

Extreme customizability

Don’t be concerned about cloud security. On-site version
runs behind your internal firewalls. It’s stored on the
machines you manage and trust.

Make every aspect of your new software exactly as you
need it. With Developer Tools Power-up you can easily
change the look and feel of your projects. You can even add
more power by adding your own Javascript code.

Full independence

Passionate support

No Internet connection is required. On-site version is fully
self-contained, does not need to connect to any external
services, and users do not need to have Internet access
either.

Ever felt abandoned by a software vendor? That doesn’t sound
like us. We will help you get started and actively give support
during your license period.

Improved data security

Easy integrations with existing software

Gain full control and privacy over your data. Perform
backups according to your own policies to meet strict
corporate and regulatory requirements.

With powerful API, scripting support and power-ups you
can integrate Kanban Tool seamlessly with any applications
and software you use.

High reliability

Access from anywhere and anytime

You do not need to worry about the downtime or stable
Internet connection. Your On-site version is always accessible and reliable.

Just like online version, Kanban Tool On-Site installation can
be accessed and managed through any modern web
browser. No user side installation and configuration is
needed.

Enterprise scaling

Easy start

Whether you are a starup or a global enterprise, Kanban
Tool On-Site is designed to meet your needs and grow
along with you. You can easily scale by assigning more
resources to virtual machine or by buying additional user
licenses anytime, on a pro-rata basis.

Nothing is worse than overly complicated software that
give you headache and difficult time starting. Kanban Tool
is designed to let you start right away without any need for
extra coaching.

From startups up to large corporations, Kanban Tool helps teams achieve better results.
Don’t be left out and experience the difference it makes.
Contact us at sales@kanbantool.com or 1-646-576-7608 to discuss the details and obtain Free Evaluation Copy.

